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Despite the US embargo, disappointing sugar harvests, the recent leap in the price of oil imports,
and other economic headaches, Cuban officials predict improvements in the economy for 2000.
Nevertheless, the economy is still in a precarious situation, and, among other measures, the
government wants to increase foreign investment.
While foreign investment is officially welcomed, state policy defines it as only complementary
to Cuba's economic-development program. Consequently, the state appears to downgrade its
importance on ideological grounds while increasing dependence on it as a practical necessity.
Investments rose 9.4% in 1999 Banco Nacional de Cuba president Francisco Soberon said recently
that the worst of the economic crisis was over. GDP grew in 1999 by 6.2%, and Soberon predicted
continued improvement during the next few years. Government reports indicate that foreign
investment is also on the rise, having increased in 1999 by 9.4%.
The total invested now stands at more than US$4 billion, but by some estimates it is much higher
when projects in the developmental stage are included. Growth last year was led by investments in
tourist-hotel construction, oil exploration, telecommunications, transportation, and modernization of
thermoelectric plants.
Fifty-eight new mixed-capital associations were formed between foreign investors and the Cuban
government last year. Sales by foreign associations were up 26%, and exports of goods and services
from those associations rose by 25%. A report by the Ministerio para la Inversion Extranjera y la
Colaboracion Economica (MINVEC) showed that, in 1999, 374 international investment projects
were underway in 32 sectors of the economy.
Forty-six countries had investments in Cuba in 1999, with 52% coming from the European Union
(EU), 19% from Canada, and 18% from Latin America. Spain was the heaviest investor, followed
by Italy and Canada. As an indication that the Helms-Burton Act has been ineffective in shutting
off the flow of foreign-investment capital, 57% of the foreign ventures approved to date came after
President Bill Clinton signed the act in 1996.
For 2000, economy officials predict a 9% increase in foreign investment, mainly in tourism, energy,
agriculture, housing, and the production of goods and services for the internal dollar market.
However, economy officials are concerned about domestic obstacles hindering investment. A major
complaint has been about delays in the approval process for new foreign investments. In 1999, the
average wait for approval was 13 months, down from 15 months in prior years. Vice President Carlos
Lage called for further reductions, saying the delays damaged the country's investment image and
risked the loss of prospective investment capital.
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During a review in February on the investment picture in 1999, Lage said, "We must find the causes
of inefficiency in the foreign-investment process and evaluate to what extent we can make it more
flexible." Besides cumbersome approval procedures, projects face delays and cost overruns in part
from inadequate organization and long-term planning within government agencies.

Government limits investment criteria
State policy, ratified at the Fifth Congress of the Communist Party in 1997, reaffirms the state's
dominant role in the economy. Accordingly, foreign capital has not been accepted in sugar
production because the state regards it as a strategic industry. But foreign capital is encouraged in
tourism, which has surpassed sugar as the leading earner of foreign exchange, as well as in such
vital sectors as energy, mining, and telecommunications.
The government has recently struck a deal with the Panamanian firm Genpower Cuba for
construction of a US$15 million generating plant, allowing the firm 100% ownership. An analysis
by the Buenos Aries newspaper Clarin said that Cuban officials acknowledge privately that foreign
investment is transforming the economy in fundamental ways by pushing aside outdated, inefficient
state companies and methods left over from the era of Soviet influence.
Given the built-in contradictions between foreign capital and the state's interest in promoting
socialist economic outcomes, the government views foreign investment as an important adjunct
to, but not an essential element in Cuba's economic-development strategies. Referring to the 294
operators in Cuba's free zones, Lage said that how they benefit "our ideas of development" was
more important than the profit they make, which benefits the globalized transnational corporations.
Lage reiterated the government dictum that foreign investment is invited in sectors that Cuba was
unable to develop on its own because of the need for technology transfers, capital, or new markets.
He has repeatedly said that Cuban business relations are "different" than in other countries,
and prospective investors must conform to Cuban norms established in accordance with Cuban
interests. In contrast with other countries where investors deal directly with private proprietors,
"here, the proprietor is the state," he said.
In his 1999 annual review, Lage stressed that the complexities of investing in Cuba were a function
of its development policies. He acknowledged the process was time consuming "and would continue
to be so." Though improvements could be made, investors would just have to get used to it. Lage
believes that the government's own financial position has improved to the point where it can
generate capital for selected projects and reduce the importance of foreign investment, allowing it
where it is "justified." [Sources: The Miami Herald, 02/01/99; Inter Press Service, 03/17/99, 03/19/99;
Granma (Cuba), 02/03/00; Notimex, 03/16/99, 02/15/00; Excelsior (Mexico), 02/16/00; World Data
Service (Cuba), 02/17/00; Clarin (Argentina), 02/23/00]
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